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Professional - Grade Power and Performance

Skid Steer mounted 
Self-contained PoSt driver
You asked for it and Shaver delivered! The all new Self-
Contained Post Driver designed specifically for Skid Steers. 
The new Patent-Pending Master Cylinder allows for quick 
TWO HOSE hookup. No five gallon tank, no motor, no pump! 
Just a pre-mounted master cylinder.

This new Self-Contained Post Driver will change the market 
for skid steer mounted drivers. With its attach and go 
simplicity, and its ability to deliver 100,000 lbs of force on 
impact, you can drive a 5" post in under 15 seconds. The 
new design makes it easier that ever to use a Shaver Driver. 
Mounted with our Quick-Tach system, all you need to do is 
hook up the two hydraulic hoses and you're ready to pound 
posts all day long! 

By eliminating the five gallon reservoir tank we were able to 
move the base plate closer to the mounting plate, improving 
stability. The Stabilizer Leg gives the driver a more stable 
platform, which improves speed and accuracy, while putting 
all the force on the driver itself. Increasing stability, accuracy 
and lessening wear and tear on the skid steer. When you're 
done for the day the handy storage legs allow you to store the 
driver in the "hook-up ready" position. 
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Shaver Manufacturing is a leading manufacturer of fencing equipment. We manufacture a 
complete lineup of post drivers, post hole diggers, stump grinders and log splitters. We’re 
proud  of the fact that our equipment is made in the Heartland of America  – Graettinger, Iowa.
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PoSt driver
Skid Steer mounted Self-contained

also available 
for 3 pt. no return 

fitting needed!
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